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Bardacke counsels
Farer contract legal
By Maria DeVarenne

By Krl$tie J~.
,.
.
. .

. .

"

New Mexico Attorney General
Paul Bardacke, in a letter addressed
to the University of New Mexico's
Board of Regents, stated Tuesday
that the contract signed by board
Vice President Phillip Martinez that
finalized the appointment of Tom
Farer as UNM's next president "is
legally binding on the Board."
Martinez signed the contract last
week after board President Henry
Jaramillo refused to endorse it. Jaramillo said he refused to sign the contract because he was not consulted
when it was drafted and because Farer had written a portion of the document.
By refusing to sign the contract,
Bardacke's letter stated that Jaramillo was "constructively absent"
from the meeting.
Thomas J. Farer
Bardacke provided ai1 opinion on
the contract at the request of Regent
ment, said Tuesday there WllS "no
Martinez.
question" in his mind concerning
Th~ letter stated that Martinez's
signature is legal in the absence of the legality of the contract.
Jara!l1illo. "Absence." according to
Farer said the function of the vice
sect1on 21-7-6 of the New Mexico president is to ''carry out the responStatutes Annotated 1978. doesn't sibilities if the president doesn't."
mean physical absence but "in- He said Martinez authorized the
cludes refusal of a public official to contract, representing the majority
perform the ministerial duty im- of the board in the absence of Jaraposed upon him by statute."
millo's signature.
Bardacke recommended that the
Farer said ... , think Jaramillo beboard petition the district court for a
lieves
I wrote the entire contract and
.. writ of mandamus" ordering Jarathe
regents
rubber stamped it.
millo to sign the contract. The contra<!t with Jaramillo's signature "has However, that is very inaccurate."
Farer said he spent time on the
the advantage of solving any dispute
phone
with University Council Peter
as to the efficacy of the Vice President's signature," the letter stated.
continued on page 3
Farer, who also signed the docu-

Jn the PistticU 6 State Senate
race, incumbent TQm Rutber•
for~. D-.Bem~.

and DQn Devoti':.

Republican challenger;; fie1d~d

questions Tuesday night.during a

forum sponsored by th~;A$SoCi•
a(ed Students of the U:~ive,rsi~ of , .
N~w Me>;ic() and the New M~~ ;
ico Public .Inferest Re$~4u:ch. ·
group.·
.
Among the issues presented at
the f~rliDJ were day-cace funding.
abortaon and salaries for public
school teachers.
De~otj said the day-care prog•
rams Jn the -state are self-help
programs. *'Without day care. a
lot of people in the state will be
unable to beUer themselves, antn
support it to the fullest.' 1 he said,
In· response, Rutherford said,
"These are bard times in New
Mexico. I would support deficit··
spending in the area of day
care:• he said. •'Students as· a
group are easy to attack,
to
identify and easy to re~ve
t~ program. The p,oint•i$
vance the ~gislatu.e of
for day eire. Without pro]v,iliJ~g
the people of Nc;w Me~iect-With

the CdUCatiOrl

.... .-~~.......~

·need···~

HfwouJd•

to t'hb
which wauld take •wltv,ti!UI
IIICIU .

Prof says dramatists ignored
By C. McEiveny ·

Female playwrights in Latin
America have been "doubly neglected.'' Kirsten Nigro said Tuesday
at a brown-bag lecture sponsored
by the Department of Modem and
Classical Languages.
"There is not only a built-in
cultural bias, which prevents the
study of Latin American drama in
this country." Nigro said. but there
is also a cross-cuhural belief that
women are weak writers ·'who do
not have the breadth of imagination
to produce the consistent vision req~ired in writing a play."
Nigro. an adjunct professor at the
University of Kansas, specializes in
the study of modem Latin American
theater. In her lecture, Nigro examined the works of Mexican playwright Maruxa Vilalta and Argentinian Griselda Gambaro. They repre-

Inside:
First snow:
See page 5
Extremities:
See page 9
Huskies tops:
See page 10

sent women playwrights in Latin
America today, said Nigro.
..These highly experimental writers have freed themselves from the
status quo both technically and
ideologically. •• Nigro said. "They
use decidedly unconventional settings and subject matter and have
moved from a narrative. discursive
theater to one that is more poetic.,.

''Whatever is absurd
.
and violent in them,''
Nigro said, ''refers to a
specific condition in
humanity.''

Nigro said both Gambaro and
Vilalta could be labeled "new
wave'' in their approach to playwriting. ''They use schematic sets
which function metaphorically
rather than literally.'' Nigro explained, and both experiment with
environmental theater. She said
a.ctors lead the audience through varmus rooms on the set in one of
Gambaro's plays.
A "common denominator" in the
plays of both women is the theme of
violence. Nigro said. Images of
death, starvation and the torture in
the plays reflect the world in which
the playwrights live. she said.
Nigro called Gambaro's plays
"prophetic" and said they relate to a
"very real" way of life in Argcnti·
na. "Whatever is absurd and violent
in them.'' Nigro said, •·refers to a
specific condition in humanity:'
She said the two playwrights con·
centrale on socio-political and ceo·
nomic problems in their works. such
as Vilalta's study of the ••insidious
violence hidden behind a
smokescreen of corporate industry''
and Gambaro's "relentless depiction" ()f concentration camps work
"by indirection." according to
Nigro.
"The horrific violence of these
plays is actually a compassionate
plea for human decency and a condcmnatiol1 of whatever impinges on The first snow at Sandia Peak Ski Area as seen framed by a
basic human rights.''.shc said.
window from inside High Finance restaurant on Sandia Crest.
continued on page 3 See more snow on page 5.
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Wire Report

by United Press International

Salvadoran government accused of refusing cease-fire
SAN SA!.Y i\DOR, El Salvador~ A 1ebel leader
Tuc,day ne~·uwd the l! .S .-backed government of'' Ontly" reru~ing a cea>c-firc offer made during Mond;1y'~
historic peace tulk-; and ignoring a chuncc to end five.
ycrtrs ol ci vii war.
But other rchel leaders contradicted the statcmelll
made by Guillermo Manuel Ungo, saying it was "ridiculous" to think El Salvador's five guerrilla armies
· would ~top fighting immediately.
C'alm was reported on El Salvador's military fronts
Tuesday. Guerrillas said they planned to proceed with a
drive to shut down transport on major highways
Thursday.
Ungo was one of six rebel leaders who met Monduy
with a five-member government delegation led by Pres·
ident Jose Napoleon Duarte for a historic peace summit
in La Palma, a mountain village 43 miles north of San
Salvador.
After the 51/2 hour talks, Salvadoran Archbishop
Arturo Rivera y Damas read a joint statement suying the
two sides agreed to form a .commission to hold ongoing
peace negotiations. Another meeting was scheduled for
November.
Rebel Commander Fennin Cienfuegos said the main
achievment of Monday's talks was "the government
recognized for the first time that we arc a legitimate
power," but he charged the Reagan administration

backed the dialogue solely "to gain time" until 1986.
when Gen. Paul Gorman. head of the Panmna·bascd
U.S. Southern Command. has predicted the Salvadoran
army would be strong enough to defeat the rebels.
Duarte said in a m1tionwidc television appearance l;ltc
Monday he expres~cd to the rebels his "vital" cont:ern
the fighting be "humanized." He said he asked the
guerrillas "not to keep destroying bridges, not to keep
burning buses and not to keep destroying crops."
Ungo, who returned to his exile home in Panama after
the talks, said during an interview by Colombian radio
that the rebels had offered a cease-fire "but the answer
of the government was to refuse our proposal."
''They flatly ruled it out, which indicates that the
government itself wants us to keep killing each other,''
said Ungo, president of the Democratic Revolutionary
Front, the political wing of the guerrilla coalition fighting to topple the U.S.-backed government.
There was no .immediate response from the government on Ungo's claim.
In Miramundo, top guerrilla military commanders
;~ppeared to contradict Ungo and gave no indication the
five-year war that has claimed some 50,000 civilian
lives would end soon.
"It is ridiculous to think that our army is going toput
down our weapons," said Commander Facundo Guardado, who attended the meeting in La Palma.

THEOLOGICAL REFLECTIONS
ON CAMPAIGN '84
Featuring:
Paul Lawson, ~ector of St. Thomas of Canterbury Chapel
William Stephenson, Director, Maranatha Christian Center

12 Noon, Wednesday, Oct. 17
UNM SUD Rooms 231 A & D
What Is the role of religion in politics? Is Reagan the "Defen9er of the Faith?" What
about the New Religious Political Right's Agenda for America? Should candidate's
wrap themselves In the mantle of both the flag and the Cross?
This is a regular program of "Theology for lunch" sponsored by rhe Los Lomos Compus Ministries.
Free ond o en ro rhe ubllc

Drin

our lunch!

DISCOVER A
150 YEAR OLD TRADITION
OF EXCELLENCE WITH
DELTA UPSILON
Back in 1834, the founders of the Delta Upsilon Fraternity started a
tradition of fraternity excellence -··· a tradition that continues today.
The tradition is now beginning at the University of New Mexico with the
establishment of a new Delta Upsilon chapter. We are offering qualified
men the rare opportunity to start up a new fraternity chapter and become a
founding member.

SANTA FE, N.M. - Con·ections Department investigators said
Tuesday they had no suspects in connection wilh the stabbing of <Ill
inmate outside Celli:! lock 6 at the New Mexico Penitentiary. Prisoner
Don Douglas, 31 was reported recovering from a stab wound to the
abdomen. Corrections Department spokeswoman Helen G<1ussoin said
correctional officers searched the Cellbloc.k 3 area following the incident, and found two prisonmade knives outside. They said the knives
app;~rcntly were thrown out a window.
·
ST. LOUIS - Americans who frequent the nation's beauty salons
prefer Ronald Reagan over Democratic challenger Walter Mondalc by
58.8 percent to 38.6 percent in a presidential poll released Tuesday.
The poll was conducted by the National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association, headquartered in St.. Louis, .in September. About
10,000 salon clients. both male and female, filled out ballots.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.- Gov. Toney Anaya drew the ire of
U.S. Embassy officials in Mexico City for attacking the Reag11n
administration during a press conference on his visit to promote border
economic development projects. The Albuquerq11e Journal reported
that at a Monday meeting with reporters in McxicoCity, Anaya blasted
Reagan's Central American policies while discussing immigration and
called him "the most anti Hispanic president we've ever had.''
Embassy officials criticized Anaya for making statements about the
government that could be misunderstood abroad.
•
JOHNSON, Kan. -An Oct. 29 preliminary hearing is set for a
South Dakota man accused of killing a Rolla man and his pregnant
wife, officials said Tuesday. Larry Hackney, 31, of Fort Pierre, S.D.,
was formally charged Oct. 9 in district court with three counts of
first-degree murder, said Stanton County Undersheriff Rayna Brown.
Hackney was being held Tuesday in the county jail.in lieu of$250,000
bond.
llALLAS - A federal jury awarded $850,000 in damages to a
former high school football coach who claimed he was tired from his
job at a predominately black school because he is white.
An all-white jury listened to four days of testimony before deciding
Monday that South Oak Cliff High School principal Frederick Todd's
recommendation to demote coach Norman Jett "was based in whole or
in part on plaintiff's race" and that DISD officials acted "solely on
defendant Todd's recommendation."
lett was replaced by a black coach.

lhanthat.

He said he would like to meet with
"Perovich and his senior associ~
ates," different faculty groups. stud~nt·body l~aders, and individually
wJth the vanous college and specialprogram deans.
·Farer also wants to meet various
sectors of the community, including
business and ethnic groups such ns
"the Economic Forum. the Chamber of Commerce. and senior officials from Sandiu und Los Alamos
laboraties."

.

state government, and we need
responsibilily atthe local level,"
he said. "If we allocate so much
money and figure it covers each
hypothetical student for a certain.
amountperday,it'stine. Butthe
school boards and regent~; in New
Mexico are the people who aUo•
cate the funds withiu the Khools.
We need to -either change that
polky or have the boords change
their- bud.,.ing. ••
The ."'xt c.OOldatcs• forum

wilt be Qct, ~-.between Republi·

·Cl!ll lpq~ 'District Attorney

Fund raising seeks support
.. A th~rd cate.g?ry is pi~OIJCd.gift donati(lllS, or longI,mge t.un? ;msmg deahng With bequests and trusts,
. An extensive "capital campaign" is under way to whe~e Indivtduals bequeath estates or gifts to the Uni·
mcreasc funds for support programs of the University verstty.
of New Mexico, said Peter Hunter. executive director
"We need to .convey to the public who we arc and
of the UNM Foundation.
where we.are gomg so tlwt they may become an active
Hunter said a comprehensive program will be orgp- partner With us," said Hunter. "The public also needs
nized to raise several million dollnrs needed to support to becom~ awl!re of the fact that their state tax dollars
programs already operating.
only provtde 34 percent of UNM's present ftinding. ··
Approximately $2.7 million is needed for matching
Hunter said he will supervise the total program.
funds for UNM's endowed chairs. professorships and "We (the department of development) arc the udmilectureships. Another $450,000 is needed to match nistmtive support for the UNM Foundation." he said.
state and Albuquerque funds for an endowed chair in "The foundation will actually run the campaign."
microelectronics, he said.
·
Hunter carne to UNM at the beginning of the I9!:l4·
Hunter defined a capital campaign as a "campaign 85 school year from a job as director ol' devdopmcnt
for specific purposes over a specified period of time." an.d alumni .at ~an Diego State University where his
He also said "The campaign compacts all of the Uni- pr!mary dulles mcluded raising money for universityversity's special needs."
Wide purposes.
Before that, Hunter worked with the University of
The capital campaign is broken down into three
separ.tte c?tego.ries. One, a~ annual fund drive, sup- Hartford in alumni relations.
ports Presidenual Scholarships, student financial aid
"I want very much to become a pnrt of the Albuand student loans.
querque community.'' said Hunter. "I think that
Another category is major gift donations. The Tom Albuquerque, UNM and I will suit each other well.
L. Popejoy Society has been strong in the past with The warmth of the people and the climate has impressdonations, Hunter said.
ed me."
By Juliette Torrez

DOMINO'S I $1.50 Off
PIZZA
:
DE,LIVERS™ II
.
•
1
FREE
I EXPIRES: 11·15-14

Gei$150ollany16 DommosPrzza'
LlmltiKIDellvoryAroo
Offer good at ell Albuquerquo otor11
Onecouponperplzza
Coupon also good lor cari'(•OOI

262-1662

3920 Central S.E.

Steve Schiit·and Democratic
"Wcncedrcsponsibilityinour candidlnc Jeff Romero.

ies," thenewspapersaid. quoting an
unnamed source. ''They alleged that
the slaying victims had been used for
child pornography and then killed."
An FBI spokesman said child pornography is a federal offense. He
said the agency docs not comment
on investigations, and would not
con finn if it had been asked to assist.
Deputy Sheriff Donald Buchan
and his wife, Cindy, were to go on
trial in Hastings. on sex abuse
charges this week. Judge John Fitz·
gerald ordered Morris to tum over
126 pages of investigative notes to
defense attorneys. The defense said
it believed the documents would
show the children fabricated stories
about the sex acts and "Indiana
Jones;' type killings.
Rather than allow release of the
documents. Morris dismissed all
charges against the Buehans and 19
others.

Prof. Ivan
Van Sertima
Prof. of History, Rutgers University

RUSIIIIDRIENTATION MEETINGS

Clarence L Holte Award Winner

"The African Presence
ih Early Europe"

at Woodward Hall, UNM Rm. 147
Thursday, October 18, 19114, 7 pm

Hours:
11 am - 1 am Sun.-Thurs.
11 am- 2 a.m Fri. & Sat.
~

1Y84 Domrnos Pozza.Inc

Klein named chairman
of geology department

..........
..................
•
~

•

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.

. Dr. Cornelis .Klein. professor of mincrdlogy at lndi:ma University
smce 1972. has been named chair of the University of New Mexico
Geology Department.
Klein succeds Dr. Rodney Ewing. who is returning to his teaching
and research duties witl1in the department. Klein said that he agreed to
serve two three-year terms. with a review after the first term.
After receiving his undergraduate degree in 1958 and his ma~tcr's in
1960 from McGill University in Montreal, Klein received his docto·
rate in 1965 from Harvard University.
While at Hurvard. Klein served as a lecturer. an assistant dean and
associate professor.
He has also held visiting positions at institutions in Australiu. South
Africa nnd England.
Klein is a fellow of the Geological Association of Antcrica. the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, and counselor
of the Mineralogical Society of Americu.
In 1978, Klein was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship for research
in western Australia. Much of his research. he said. "is concerned
with the geochemistry and origin of vast sedimentary iron-rich fomm·
tions that occur extensively in the early. or Precambrian. rock record ...
His research has involved field work in northern Canada. the Lake
Superior region. Montana. and most recently. western Australia and
South Africa.
Klein said thilt his plans for the UNM Geology Department arc to
"continue to foster an environment in the department where the best uf
teaching and research can flourish. We'll continue to do the things
we're good ut but. hopefully. a little better...

:

122 Yale Blvd. SE
Alb.,NM 871 06
. 266-5729

:

.

E~rn $70.00 per month as a regular donor & also re·
cetve many medical benefits. Your donation is needed
lor th~ production of many lifesaving vaccines. Help
save lives and supplement your income. Call 266-5729
. . . . or apply in person.
.
.
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DELTA UPSILON
A COLLEGE TRADITION FOR 150 YEAR

•
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•
•
•
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on your first don•tlon only.
Vou must have a valid picture 1.0.

•
:
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oltot ••~Ire• Oct, 26, 1984
one coupon tfonor,not valid with other ~oupons.
Our new hours will start S!!jlt. 3, 1984
MWF B:00-3:30
(new donors accepted 12:30·3:30)
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TTH 10:00·!1:00

(new donors accepted 2:00-5:30)
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The University of New MeMico's Dental Hygiene students need to see
patients whose oral hygiene needs are somewhat challenging. If you
believe that your gums are in poot health, please come td our Special
Screening Sessicm.
If you qualify, you will be scheduled for an appointment to return for a
thorough cleaning.
Our c::linic polities and fee schedules will be explained to you at this
Special Screening Session.
WHERE: UNM Dental Hygiene Clinic
(Yale and Tucker-North of lomas)
WHEN: Friday,Octo&cr 19
TIME: 1:00 lo 3:00

1

1

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

You'Uha~ance

. AnnyROfC.
· . . Adventure training like

•

Has it been several years since your ~· ..;-..
teeth have been treated to a thorough - - " j r::cl '~ •
c.leaning?. 0~ you have any ~f the : \ -~:.,.A1 ,
s1gns of Persodontal (gum) D1sease, . ~;;:. ·¥ ·
such as bleeding gums, or an un· ~7..-·~-"
pleasant taste?

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

:

to do all il\iS lhld'rnore in
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Join the Men of

1
mtlly opposed" to abortion. "1
would vote Co make it illegal if
that issue came up," he said.
"I'm not afraid to say that."
Devoti also said the teachers in
New Mexico arc in the 50th per"
centile in terms Qf salaries.
"What has our senator done to
cblligc thi$'?"
In .response, Ruthctford: ~id,
•·t think the teachers at least at
t114:! University level would be
proud til bcinthe SOth:peNelltile.
Thcfacrt is that they'tt fir lower

Lecture by

new, contact Dave Legman of the Headquarters Staff at
243-5693 or 277-4706.

reached for comment.
The regents have not scheduled a
special meeting concerning the
legality of the contract, and Anne
Br~wn, University secretary, said
their next regular meeting has not
been scheduled.
Farer is planning to visit UNM
Oct. 25 through 31 to meet with vnrious campus and community
groups.
Farer said he, with the help of
University President John Perovich,
is "developing a program now" for
his visit.

Forum--------------

continued from page

Adults investigated in kiddie porn killings

If you like a challenge and the satisfaction of starting to build something

Tuesday, Oct. 16 and
Wednesday, Oct. 17 at 7:OOpm at the
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA SORORITY HOUSE
1620 Mesa Vista Road, NE

continued from page 1
Rask, exchanging ideas ~nd negotiating "what was rea~onable, Both
of us draftl')d pieces of the contract. "
Farersaid he didn't think Jaramillo knows how a contract is written.
"Why should I spend money on a
lu~yer when [, being a lawyer, can
wnte one myself?"
He said a provision that would
"safeguard against an illegal termination of the contract" before his
term expired was added. He called
the provision "intelligent because of
a lack of specificity" in New Mexico state law. He said the provision is
one that would pertnin to "all president's contracts. The Legislature
hasn't adopted it iiiio the state's laws
so it had to be added."
During an interview last week
Rask said he had ''approved the con:
tract" but had "nothing else publicly to say."
Martinez is out of the country until Oct. 26 and could not be reached
for comment.
Jaramillo also could not be

Briefs

SHAKOPEE. Minn. - Police
asked state crime agents Tuesday to
help investigate allegations of child
killings and kiddie pornography in
Jordan, Minnisota, where two dozen
adults had been charged with childsexual abuse.
Scott County Attorney Kathleen
Morris, who charged 24 adults with
sexually abusing 40 children.
abruptly dismissed the charges
Monday against all but one defendant to keep from compromising
"another criminal investigation of
great magnitude."
Morris declined to discuss a Minneapolis Star and Tribune report that
investigators have been checking
into alleged child killings since last
summer. The newspaper said the investigation involves reports that at
least one, and as many as six, children were slain.
"Three children told similar stor-

Contract-----~-------------~

_,,Q ,

this helps you develop
.many of the qualities you '11
need as an Army officer.
Qualities like self·
confidence. Stamina. And
the ability to perform
under pressure.
If you'd like to find out
more, make a date to see
your Army Rare Professor
of Military Science.

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOU CAN IE.

Come to SUB Oct. 17 from 12-2pm
or call Major Weaver at 831·1111 x278
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Voting eligibility of sect's street people in question

-..tellers
Intolerance violates rights
Editor:
UNM students have been notified of a symposium dealing with
the Book of Mormon this Tuesday and Wednesday from 12:00
to 3:00p.m. and Thursday from
3:00 to 6:00 p.m. in room 250-B
of the Book of Mormon Literary
Society, a duly chartered oncampus organization, with the
full support of the Associated
Students of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints,
Advertisements were legally
posted according to The Student
Organization Handbook.
It has been brought to my

attention, however, that these
advertisements have been torn
down, as fast as they can be posted. This is probably the work of a
few "religious" zealots who, by
destroying private property and
violating our campus and constitutional rights, somehow think
they are doing God service. I
don't believe these vandals have
the approval of the religious
community in general; speaking
from my own group I can say that

Recollections of
controversia I
decade differ
Editor:
I read Kristie Jones' elegant
article on the Ferrel Heady years
at UNM in your homecoming
issue. I took my M.A. and Ph.D. in
Anthropology during those
years and was quite interested in
Dr, Heady's recollections of the
period. He was available in the
student center, for I several times
chatted with him there. No president of UNM has since been so
available to any but a few senior
administrators.
What disturbed me, however,
was Alumni Association Direc·
tor, "Bub" Henry's very negative
comments about UNM during
those years. In 1970, UNM was at
the very height of its intellectual
and social best. Many, if not
most. students were not in·
volved in riots and the UNM
community debated, sometimes
hotly, important issues. Mr. Henry, I notonlywenttoclassduring
the period you describe, I never
rioted and I got one hell of a fine
education during Dr. Heady's
presidency. If you don't believe
that, look me up in Who's Who in
the World.

David E. Stuart, Ph.D.
Consulting Anthropologist

such acts carried out by a member of our organization against
anyone else would never be con·
doned, regardless of whether we
agree with them or not. My purpose here is to inform, not indict,
the religious community, This
should be of .interest to everyone, regardless of religious be·
lief, because if such intolerant
and unchristian acts carried out
in the name of Christianity are
perceived by the general public
to be acceptable behavior, we ali
look bad.
I urge good people of all faiths
to join us in decrying these acts
of intoleration and to help us service notice to those who indulge
that they do so to their own detriment and without any wide·
spread support.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
1/&VfR MINP THAT TH/3/i!//(lt& /CJCA
IS Pfll'POSTlRaJS. U/HAT!!&AllY

/I.IOI<Rif.S A15/S lH1fTl ACCffT&Ci
71/AT I'M ALI<EAVY £Jf6/NNING
70 LOSe 7Hii. IXJIJI<AIXi OFMY

C/JNVICT!ONS.
/

Kevin Harper
President, Associated Students
of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints

~commentarg

Reagan 'disgusting/~, healthy,' age issue a passing fad
WASHINGTON- That 10day wonder, the "age issue,"
illustrates the endless suscepti·
bility of presidential campaigns
to passing fads.
Its emergence in the ReaganMondale campaign arises from
the chance mix of two random
elements. In the Louiville debate,
President Reagan demonstrated
that, for all his talents as an im·
promptu speaker, he is not an
agile manager of complex information. Not that this was exactly news.
Meanwhile, the Wafl Street
Journal saw in his sometimes
halting performance a news peg
for the in·depth look at the "age
issue" which .it had been preparing for weeks. The appearance of
that piece on the Journal's widely read front page on the morrow
of the debate lit a fuse.
Maybe there's a powder keg
there. But ih my view (as Lyndon
Johnson used to say of phony
issues), that dog won't hunt.
Consider first the situation of
Ronald Reagan, who at 73 is
already our oldest president.
Even at what used to be thought
an advanced age, Ronald
Reagan is a man for whom the
phrase "disgustingly healthy"
might have been coined. For
years we heard rumors that he
dyed his hair or rouged his
cheeks. But anyone who has
seen the president close up even
after he survived a serious bullet

wound knows thE!! good health,
not cosmetics, accounts for his
remarkable appearance.

Politics
in

Profile
By Edwin M. Yodl'r Jr.

Indeed, those contrived
photos of the president lifting
weights, presumably designed
to neutralize the "age issue,"
were as pointless as silly. Ronald
Reagan is a very healthy man, in
body ahd in mind.
That his good health is mental
as well as physical bears stres•
sing. At least one or two of the
president's recent predecessors
have given the impression of
being demon-ridden men. But
Ronald Reagan's great strength
as a public man is the serenity
that springs from self·
acceptance. Ronald Reagan is
not tormented by envy or false
pride, a remarkable quality in
this driven age.
That hardly makes him a per-
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feet president. But for most presidential purposes, serenity, com·
posure and sound judgment
matter much more than partial
deafness or a benign intestinal
polyp. The risk that Ronald
Reagan's health might collapse
exists, but it has to rank far down
the list of his liabilities.
Beyond this, American voters
long have taken a carefree view
of age and health in the presidential candidates they happen to
fancy. They re-elected Roosevelt
in 1944, although heart specialists who had examined him
knew he was a striken man and
he showed it. In those pretelevision days the presidential
countenance was not a nightly
presence in our living rooms, but
even the grainy black and white
newsreels of the day show FOR's
deathly pallor.
In 1960, few voters knew that
John F. Kennedy's often wan
appearance was a symptom of
Addison's disease, a lifethreatening disorder. That such
an ailment could have been successfully concealed, passed off
as jaundice or malaria, suggests
how little we really care to know
about presidential health.
Only a few years earlier, to
reinforce the point, President
Eisenhower's press secretary
had adopted the shrewd strategy
of smothering the public with
facts about Ike's health, following his heart attack and his bout

with ileitis. The strategy of
smotheration was a great success. Ike was elderly by the standards of 30 years ago, but so
were his great political contemporaries, Adenauer of Germany
and DeGaulle of France, to say
nothing ofWinston Churchill, the
greatest state man ofthe century.
All were living monuments to the
triumph of will and spirit over
flesh.
Perhaps "ageism," the term
pressed on us from Gray Panther
circles, will never gaih the cutting edge of words like "racism"
and "sexism" from which it derives. But the idea is sound, By all
the evidence so far, American
voters regard mere age as an
irrelevance and have done so
from the first.
At 33, Thomas Jefferson was
"too young" to write the Declaration of Independence; and nearly
a quarter century later he was
"too old" by the standards of his
day to be elected president. Jefferson lived another quarter century after that, founding a great
university in what was supposed
to be his decline.
The "age issue" is bred by
wishful thinking out of a medical·
ly nonsensical view that the human life span is fixed and absolute, I say that, incidently, as one
wishful thinker who wishes Wal·
ter Mondale could somehow
catch up. But I'd give this issue a
shelf life of about a week.

PORTLAND, Ore. (UP!)- An
Indian guru's attorneys were confident Tuesday they can convince a
federal judge to halt a plan requiring
street people at the sect's commune
to attend hearings on tlwir voting
eligibility.
Lawyers for Bhagwan Shree Ra·
jneesh contend in a federal suit filed
Monday that 3.500 street people
who have been given free homes at
the commune should be allowed to
vote without attending the hearings.
U.S. District Judge Edward
Leavy scheduled a hearing for later
Tuesday.
The commune requested a temporary restraining order against
Secretary of State Norma Paulus and
Wasco County Clerk Sue Proffitt.
Proffitt announced last week that
anyone who registers to vote in Wasco County's Nov. 6 election will
have to attend a hearing to determine
if they qualify,
She took the action after a bus
load of disciples and street people
tried to register aUhe county courthouse. Proffitt said she feared election fraud by the commune or by an
anti-Rajneesh group that has vowed
to move to the county on Election ·
Day to counter the cult's voting
clout.
More than 2,000 people have
attempted to register since the hearing requirement was imposed, most
of them street people and guru disciples.
"There's a basic notion in American jurisprudence that a person is
innocent until proven guilty," said
guru attorney Swami Prartho
Subhan.
Oregon election officials have
"turned that presumption on its
head," he charged. The commune
and residents of the sparsely populated county in central Oregon are
locked in a battle for control of local
government. Threats have been reported against the commune's mem·
bers. and nearby residents say they

have been inlimidated by the sect's puram. !50 miles cast of Portland.
security force.
Sine~: the recruiting program be·
Many county residents fear thl! gan in September, the commune's
sect is trying to build its voting population has risen from 2,000 to
strength by recruiting the street peo. · 7,000 and the sect has announced it
pie from the nation's inner cities to will run., two write-in candidates for
come to the commune at Rajneesh- the three·member Wasco County

governing board,
• In another legal development,
three people have filed defamation
tmits against the guru, three Rajneesh corporations and the guru's
outspoken secretary, Ma Anand
Sheela.

All thre~: lawsuits cited remarks
by Sheela at a 1983 school·board
meet~ng in which she allegedly
questioned a woman's fidelity, referred to a man as a drug dealer and
said fonner Antelope Mayor Margaret Hill "looks retarded."

About a foot of snow fell on top af Sandia Crest during Monday's storm. Despite the cold
temperatures many people enjoyed an afternoon sightseeing excursion up the peak via the
tram.
Although Albuquerque's high temperature was a chilly 45 degrees on Tuesday, it was
closer to freezing at the 10,000 foot level ofthe top tram station. The snow-blasted trees that
list to the east attest to the persistance of wind atop the crest.
As the tram prepares to descend, a crow rides the wind like a hang glider for several
seconds and then inspects the recently vacated platform for tidbits that may have been left.
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Increase in
By Nessa JIHtermar}

l:'ditor'.v note: This is the third ill
a ./il'l'·flltrl series this week.
Problems at the University of
New Mexico have risen a~ the
population at Yale Park htl~ incrca,cd. said niTiciul' at the
liNM police and parking services.
The population increase in the

17,

1'!~4

~Yale

P~ge

Parkers' poses problem

park correlates wi.th an incre<~sc
in vondalism and crime on campus, said Berry Cox, chief of the
UNM campus police, but not all
of it can be attributed to the people that frcqucn! Yale Park.
••Every citizen has their rights,
and being a 'Yale Parker.' they
still have their rights to due process," said Cox.
Cox. said the park is out of
UNM police jurisdiction "unless
we sec a seriously lifethreatening criminal activity happening: in the park."
In the case of a serious crime,
the UNM police act as intermediaries until the city police arrive.

Barry Cox

Once a Yale Park resident is on
campus, he said, the UNM police
have jurisdiction. Cox said he
advises University police daily to
keep an eye out for transients. "If
they break the law. arrest them."
he said.
However, Cox said if they
(transients) arc standing: around,
he tells his men to warn them to
lcuvc. "If they don't leave in a
reasonable amount of time. book
them on criminal trespass.'' he
said.

Yale Park
Cox said some of the people in
the park arc mental patients who
arc· 'clinically cured and socially
ill" and aren't capable of work.

tics are typically permissive,"
and ''the University is attractive
(to the transients) because of the
facilities that arc here. and they

Cox said he advises University police daily to
keep an eye out for transients. ' 'If they break the
law, arrest them," he said.
Some urc "youngsters rebellious against parents and society." Cox said. while others arc
"people of leisure" or students.
Cox said people "camp out"
in Yale Park because "universi-

DELTA UPSILON
FRATERNITY
Announces the establishment of a chapter at the
University of New Mexico.

RUSH/ORIENTATION
MEETINGS
Tuesday, Oct. 16 and
Wednesday, Oct. 17 at 7:OOpm at the
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA SORORITY HOUSE
1620 Mesa Vista Road NE
Contact Dave Legman of the Headquarters Staff
at 243-5693 or 277-4706 for details

feel able to usc .them."
To disperse the people gathering in the park, Cox suggested
"using the park as a functional
service" such as a "well-needed
parking lot."

Ethiopian law
lecture today
Wahakcn Aklilou Scmerjibashian, the former assistant attorney general of Ethiopia. will give a
lecture on Ethiopian commercial
law today.
During his law career. Semcrjibashian also served as the senior
attorney of the State Bank of
Ethiopia and the head of the legal
department of the Commercial Bank
of Ethiopia for II years and practiced corporate law privately for 12
years.
The lecture will be held at the Law
School in Room 2404 at 7 p.m.

M
y

Soviet women compare
roles in U.S. and Russia

By Kristie Jones

Women in the Soviet Union will
be the topic of a panel discussion
Thursday night. ·
Byron Lindsey. assist<~nt professor of Modern and Classical Languages, said the discussion will be
informal.
"The public will have the chance
to ask questions of three Soviet
women about all aspects of being a
woman in the Soviet Union," Undsey said. "Basically, it will be a
question-and-answer format. and
they will tal.k about the similarities

An orientation on the career of
air-traffi\! controlling will be held
Thursday at the University of New
Mexico.
The event, sponsored by a cooperative program between UNM and
the Federal Aviation Administra.
tion, is designed to introduce people
to air-traffic control, said Ben
Abeyta, an air-trafl'ic controller for
nine years.
Abeyta said the orientation will
feature talks about benefits, pay, retirement programs and the general
duties of a controller.
The orientation will be held at 7
p.m. in the Kiva.
Abeyta said the co-op, which has
been in operation for one academic
year, has five students this semester,
two of whom arc women. "We
don't get very many women, and
we're not sure if they're not hearing
about it or what. We'd like to get
some more."
Betty Romero. a graduate of the
program, said she got interested in
air-traffic control at the same time
she needed to ''put something on her
resume."
"I went through the program last
spring semester." she said, "It's
true there aren't many women in the
field, but there aren't very many
problems because of that You
notice when you 'rc the only woman
on the floor, but no one has been
given a hard time that I know of."
Abeyta said the co-op helps in
getting "younger people into the
business" and enables the FAA to
screen applicants before they arc pUt
into a working situation.
"If people go through the co-op
program, they learn the basics be·
fore they arc hired," Abeyta said.
"The FAA gets to sec what the students arc like in a working situation
before they become permanent employees.''
Abeyta said an air-traffic controller has retirement benefits after 20
years. ''which is a little shorter than
the 25 years in most other government jobs. "

FRESHMEN.

A
R·

FAA holds
orientation

3 ye~r Army ROTC Scholarships worth up to
$7,000 will be available to qualified appli·
cants. Interested? Come to the SUB Room
2500, Oct. 18, 2·3pm or Gall 831-1111, x278
ask for Capt. Bolton
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Co-Op
Is Having a Clearance Sdle
ON All Co-Op OWned Textbooks
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General Reading

and
other misc. books
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and differences between the United
States and the Soviet Union.''
The panel will consist of Patiana
Grigoreva, Valentina Leiderman
and Irina Lopez. Grigoreva is a parttime instructor of Russian .in the Department of Modem and Classical
Languages and has been in the Un-· .
itcd States since 1982. Lopez has
been in the country since the beginning of August.
The discussion begins !It 7: l5
p.m. Thursday in the Ortega Hall
Reading Room on the third floor.

Maxwell Museum seeks
broader audience appeal
By Ceela McEiveny

The nails and beams on the back
gallery's floor seem to indicate that
the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology is undergoing change. But,
according to the museum's interim
director, the changes at Maxwell
aren't only physical ones.
"We're trying to redirect the
museum in an expansionist way to
function as both an anthropology
museum and a museum that reflects
local culture," said Dr. L"cwis Bin·
ford, ''We believe this will make the
museum appeal to a wider audience.''
Binford. appointed interim director June I, is the Leslie Spier Distinguished Professor of Anthropology at UNM. A national search for a
permanent director is currently
under way.
Binford said the museum receives
almost 100,000 visitors each year,
including I 8,000 school children
who tour Maxwell with their classes. In addition, the museum's
volunteer docents operate a "trunk
program" that brings exhibits to
schools, senior citizen groups and
community organizations.
Although Binford believes the
Maxwell Museum "already serves
the public in a beautiful way." he
said he would like to sec even greater
interaction between the museum and
its community.
In achieving this. Maxwell will
incorporate current research in the
field of anthropology as well as
community events into its exhibits.
according to Binford.
He said .the museum will continue
to present research on human evolution and development, but it will
also feature exhibits that focus on
local culture.
The museum staff is considering a
show of children's art centering on
the theme of the family. The show
would take place around Mother's
Day.
"We wantto make the museum a
rnorc inviting place," Binford Said.
In line with this goat. the interior of
the museum's gallery was painted a
light color during the summer "to
make it look less like a cave." and
individual rooms arc now being

reorganized, said Binford.
The museum is also applying for
development grants to raise enough
money to begin a remodeling project
next year. Plans arc to add a new
main entrance and a reception room
when~ visitors may be briefed before
entering the museum, Binford said.
The current exhibit in the Maxwell Museum is the "Mola Kuna
Women's Art," a display of
embroidery done by the Kunas
women. The Mola Kuna are an Indian tribe in the San Balas Islands off
the Panama coast.
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Republicans to
hold rally for
Reagan, Bush
The Reagan-Bush All-Star USA
Tour 1984, featuring: political and
sports figures, will be held Thursday
at Kappa Key, located on Mesa
Road behind Fnmticr Ford.
U.S. Rep. Manuel Lujan, RN. M., will be master of cercmomies
at the event that will also feature
Sam Pierce, secretary of the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
The rally is sponsored by the Co.llege Republicans.
The All-Star Tour has travelled
around the country to ''promote
President Reagan's ideals" and support the Republican platform, said
Kelly Jacobson, lend advance from
Washington.
Also scheduled to appear arc:
actor Charlton Heston, former football player Rosie Grier, baseball
H;~ll of Famer Don Newcombe, and
four-time Olympic gold medalist
John Naber.
Local politicians arc also expected to attend.
Each figure will deliver ''brief
statements," Jacobsen said.
Hot-air balloons and a live band
Julie Serna
will
also be featured.
Dave Wilde sorts some of the books to be sold at this year's
The event will be held at 4 p.m.
fall book sale conducted by the Friends of the UNM Libraries.
The sale lasts from Tuesday through Thursday.

Why choose Hewlett-Packard?
Let's talk about it at an Informal Gatbering,
November 1 between 7:30 - 9 pm
The North Ballroom of the Student Union
or at our On-.. c.ampus Visit November 2.
Here are a few reasons to consider HP:
We constantly encourage new ideas
to make a product not merely different, but
better than anything else a customer can buy.
We foster a working environment
which promotes technical challenge and
rewards individual contribution.
We encourage the use of our "Open
Door Policy'' which gives you access to all
levels of management Your manager
is approachable and responsive to yqu on
a regular basis.
We have professional positions
for full-time, summer and co-op
employment, offering immediate
responsibility and choice locations
throughout the U.S.

. We're looking for people in the
following areas: Graduates in Computer
Engineering/Computer Science, Electrical
Engineering, Solid State Microelectronics/
Mechanical Engineering.
- We're excited about our
future ... join us! Sign up for an interview
now at your placement office, or send
your resume to: Manager,
Employment Administration,
3000 Hanover Street, Palo Alto,
CA 93404.

Gold Key holds
initiation for 232
\...'

No so
Ova,$. Oks

S.oo

Rm 24A SUB Basement
277-3701 Hours posted

Ann Scales, an assistant law pro·
fcssor, will be the keynote speaker
for the honor organization Golden
Key's initiation reception tonight at
7 p.m. in the Stud~nt Union Building: Ballroom.
"This year there are. 232 confinned new members." said Beth
Baldi zan, assistant dean of students.
''They are all upperclassmen and
have a grade-point average of 3. 2
and above.·'
·
The organization's membership is
by invitation only and lhnitcil to students in the top 15 percent of the
senior and junior classes. The organization has 45,000 tllcrnbers in 54
active chapters on university campuses throughout the United States.
Representing the University of
New Mexico arc: Marvin "Swcdc"Johnson. vice presidc11t: Karen
Glaser, dean of students: and Anne
13rown, University secretnry.
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Not another P-retty~gla:-t__

and taste'

Lyras joins NMSO in concert
Pianist Panayis Lyras in cuncert with the New Mel'ico Symphony Orchestra, Guest conductor, Ronald
Braunstein. Friday and Saturday, 8;15 p.m., Popejoy Hall in the UNM Fine Arts Center.
</'Tickets for full-time students begin at $6 and are
available at the Popejoy bux office, .277-3121, or
from the NMSO, 842-0805.
Commentary/Preview by David Stucky
This weekend, the New Me,..ico Symphony Orchestra will be performing a generous program of music that
_spans three centuries. Moz;Jrt's Overture from the
Abduction from the Seraglio, written in I 782, will repres~nt the 18th century. Music by Johannes Brahms, his
Second Symphony in E major, is from the 19th century.
The 20th-century feature, also the highlight of this
month's concert, will be Rachmaninoff's R/wpsody on
a Theme by Paganini, performed by guest pianist
Panayis Lyras.
This weekend's performances will also feature guest
conductor Ronald Braunstein, formerly of the Texas
Panayis Lyras in concert with the NMSO this weekend.
Symphony Orchestra. Braunstein is currently maintaining a principally European schedule of performing and
~::::::;;;:;::;:::::::;::::::::;;;:;::;:::::::;::::::::;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;;:;::;:::::::.::::::~;:;;:::;::.::::::::::::.:t- recording. He will )cad the NMSO through the renditions of the Brahms and Mozart works.
Panayis Lyras, one of the world's frontline concert
pianists, was born in Athens, Greece, in I 953, and has
at UNM Arena (East Concourse)
pursued a career in music since he began studying piano
at the age of 4. Since receiving his masters degree atThe
Wednesday, October 17
Julliard School of Music, Lyras has accumulated a
10:00 a.m.
8:00p.m.
numberofcovcted honors including the SilverMcdal in
the 1981 Van Cliburn Piano competition and first prizes
FREE ADMISSION
at the Bachauer International Competition and the 1980
Hardbacks $1.00 Paperbacks .50¢
Arthur Rubenstein Competition in Israel.
Thursday, October 18
Of Lyras' performance with the Boston Pops of the
Rhapsody 011 a Theme by Paganini, the Boston Globe
f 0:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
said, ''It was a performance of notable virtuosity and

USED BOOK SALE
to

to

FREE ADMISSION

Hardbacl<s .504

assurance, but it was also a performance of sympathy
and taste."
As a pianist, Lyras has a reputation for avoiding
well·worn pieces, usually opting instead for less thoroughly explored music that has greater potential for
exploration and interpretation. "I look for music with a
message. Playing only the 'standards' is tiresome for
everyone involved. The audience thanks me for not
playing the usual like everybody else.''
Rachmaninoff wrote his Rhapsody in 1934 over a
period of a month and a half while living in Switzerland.
In a letter, he wrote of that spurt of productivity, "I've
kept myself at work literally from morl] to night as they
s&y. This work is a rather large one. It is some compensation for the many stupidities I've allowed myself.'' Not surprisingly, the piece received more than
just its composer's approval. It was ;1lmost immcdiutely
snatched up by RCA to be recorded and was met with
enthusiasm at its premiere in Baltimore. where it was
performed by the master himself.
In contrast, Brahms' Second Symphony mude its debut in a piano warehouse by way of a two-piano arrangement rendered by the composer and Ignuz Brull.
Brahms retreated to a small lake-shore town in the
country to search for inspiration for the Symphony.
From those peaceful surroundings, he wrote, "So many
melodies .fly about, one must be careful not to tread on
them."
The Abduction from the Seraglio was completed in
I 782 and presented to Austrian Emperor Joseph II, who
requested the work. It was Mozart's first full-length
German opera, and that lucky monarch who received it
said, ''Its only flaw is that the music is too good for the
Viennese," and "there are too many notes." In keeping
with the theme of the opera in which a young Spanish
woman is kidnapped by a Turkish Pasha, the music has
a strong Turkish sense to it.
See you there!

Paperbacks .25 rt

6:00p.m. to 8:00p.m.
BAG SAL£

Books for $1.00/bag
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(AISESJ will hold o mcctina tonlaht, Oct. 17, In
Farris En&lneerina Ceruer room 14,, 6 p.m. There
will~ a pest Jpcakcr from to, lolomoJ.liitlonal
Labs. Refreshments will be served. EYeryone
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······················DOUBLE FEATURE!!
Thursday· Friday • Salurday

TIETMU..., W.OISIACll '
...._,.,,.,l'lll'•ld"'O•t•ts IPtf,

COLUMSIA PiCfUittS lli•••M• ·
• eas Ptodt.Jc.,.OI'I

JACK NICHOLSON

nVE1!111/U
PIECES

welcome. Catl217-l.t0l for more info.
TODAY'SEVENTs
Book Solt ot UNM Arena (East Concourse),
University and Sladium BlvdJ. SE, Oct. 16-19. Call
lriendJ or the UNM Llbrari<!, Inc, at 277-0657 for
morefnro.
Hlork Student Ualoo l\foetla1 every Wednesday, J
p.m., at theA fro-American Center.
Whollall!e Book of Mormoa7 Find out for yourself,
Wed., 12-3 p.m., and Thurs., J-6 p.m. room 2~0 B
SUD.
MAlA Choptu of .Mortor Board Meetina Wed·

nesday, Oct, 17, 1 p.m •. I( the fnternaiionat Center,
18081.a5Lomas NE. Allmembmpleaseauend,
£conomkl SUHitJU CoUridl wltl meet at ·4 p.m.,
Wed., Oct. 17, In room 230 of the Economics-Sociology Bldg. Thoro wltl be a guest speoker. All
stud~11li Interested in economics are welcome to

au end.

ASUNM Senaie tneets, e.\ler)' Wcdne$day, 4~0 p.m.,
room 250 of the SUD. All studenu ilre encouraged to

i.IU:lid.

Boptlat Studont Unlon will se.ve a hot meal al 12
hoon for Sl at tlle Baptist Student Center, 4lll
University Nil. A guest speaker will be presenl,.ch

week.

lh1 Oab inviics all Indian students io a meetini on
Wed., Oct. 17 In SUB room 231 C·D, 4 p.m. We will

Easy Pieces: 7:15
fSijjJl
Marvin Gardens: 9;00 ~

Arts

discuS! Nizbotii and lhe- HaUowem patty. Refresh..
ments will be sentd. Please nole new tinte ilnd new

TOMORROW'S EVENTS
lotcnonlt7 Clrbtloa FeUo....,lp wiU mtet Thursdoy
at 7 p,m.lnCou del Solin the SUB. Topic is ''Folth·

fui·Jn Wltnm,'' speaker is Vlr,i!niaKiefer, Everyone

Is welcome to •Uend.
ASUNM Ft111 Commlttft will be showfns a double
fe.tture on Thun•• Fri.• and Sat: at 7 p.m. ·1'FiveEasy
Pieces,,. and II 9 p.m. "'The Kina or Matvln Oar·
dens, .. Doth tilms .star Jack Nichohan and were
dlr«ted by Bob Rafelson.
Paad DIKus1lon on UJM So*l Womaa" will be
hold Thurs., Oct. 18, 7:15 p.m., In the Ortega Holl
Reading Room. Ponel members in<lude 3 Soviet
women: Tania Lindsey.- V•Jya Leiderman; and Irina
J..oprt. E\'eryone is. welcome to attend.
Rrpltr SOLA.S mrrtlnl'brtntn btalanth, Thurs ••
Oct. 18. Planning for party and forum! Everyone b

welcome.
••Uadm:tandln& PMs-+ Free presetnalion on Thurs.,
Oct. 18. l:JD·S:JD p.m. at the First Presbyterian
Church, Westmlnsl~r house Confer~ce Room. 21.5
!.ocust NE, Albq, Men ore welcome. Presented by the
PMS Center ol Santa Fe. Call 982-6664 for more
info.
ONGOING
APf(r C..mpvter Club meeutwleea month: thelirst
Tuesday at Hoover Middle Scboolt room J09, and the
lhlrd Wedneoday at the Que Pasa Center, Kirtland
Ai_r Force _Due. Mcedrigs Sllrt_ at 1 p.m. Cali Club
president Chris Calvert at 266--78SO for more info.

Powerful drama, acting overcome limited scrfpt
Review by A.L. Ryan
Rape, a brutal and souldestroying act, is not a pretty subject for a play; Extremities, showing at the Vortex Theater through
October, is not a pretty play. It is,
however, powerful, despite flaws.
Written by William Mastrosimone, Extremities opens with
Raul (Steven Sandoval) walking
into Marjorie's (Teresa Longo's)
house. He attempts to rape her
and fails. only to become a prisoner in her fireplace. Marjorie's

in scanty lingerie, is saved from a
fate worse than death by the
heroic James Brolin and a commerciaL
The attempted rape in Extremities is very ugly and very accurate. Longo aqd Sandoval hold nothing back - they make the scene
excruciating to watch and make it
clear that even though there has
been no "criminal sexual penetration," Matjorie has been violated
in the most elemental way
possible.
Both Longo and Sandoval d~-

two roommates, first Terry (Joni
Lloyd) and then Patricia (Patricia
Herron), complicates matters.
Terry is a ''passive woman," a
"good girl" who doesn't want
any trouble. She worries about
missing a date and losing her job
because of this man bound and
blindfolded in her fireplace, Lloyd

rfcrmanr:: e:i:i:11:•:
actions and the reactions of her
two roomates to the sight of an injured man in their fireplace make
up the remainder of the two-act
piny.
Marjorie's brutal treatment of
Raul can only be understood if the
attempted rape is believable: too
often on television. in the movies
or on stage an assault is used for
the purpose of titillation, as a
come em. Witness last week's episode of "Hotel." in which the
young, unwilling victim. dressed

serve an enormous amount of credit for their work in this scene. It
takes a lot of guts to do a scene
like that three times a week for
four weeks, and they are totally
professional.
Why does Marjorie not kill
Raul immediately or call the
police? Raul has told her that
there is no proof of a rape, no
bruises, no sign of a struggle therefore she would be held responsible, he says. Is he right?
The arrival home of Marjorie's

is very effccti ve in the part· of Terry, She has a sense of comic timing that serves to break the (at
times almost unbearable) tension
of the play.
Herron as Patricia has the hardest job. Neither victim nor
attacker, Patrica serves as the "social conscience" of the play, the
devil' s advocate. A social worker,
Patricia hands out calming bromides to Maljorie and buttered
bread to Raul with equal coolness.
.It is Herron's ability as an actress
and not Mastrosimone's script that
makes Patricia believable.
The same holds true for Longo
as Marjorie. Her swings between
anger and helplessness are believable, yet the script lets her down,
especially at the end of the play.
Considering the play was written by a man, it is not surprising
that only the part of Raul is completely credible . And Sandoval
docs a wonderful job - he is in
turns vicious. groveling and desperately insecure- a human villain wortl1y of murderous hate and
contempt.
There arc two major flaws in
Extremities, and both of them lie
mainly in the script.
One, Mastrosimone seems
(especially in thr. second act) more
interested in rape as a social phe-

nomcoon then as a personal experience. He seems to want to use
the characters more as spokespeople for different arguments than &~
human beings who have been party to a brutal, life-changing cx.perience.
Two, Mastrosimonc is a man,
and despite his good intentions, I
don't think he, or any man, for
that matter, can fully understand
how rape (or the fear of rape)
affects a woman. This lack of insight hurts the credibility of the
female characters, and it is due to
the talent of the three actresses
that the play is as powerful as it
is. All of them do a good job of
overcoming the limitations of" a
basically weak script.
The play does raise some very
uncomfortable questions. Is a
woman really "asking for it'l"
And even if she isn't, will the
police and society on the whole
assume that she is? Attitudes towards rape have changed dramatically in the last few years, but it
is an unfortunate truth that the
burden of proof still lies with the
victim, not the attacker. One good
example of this is Patricia's question to Maljorie: "But did he hurt
you'!"
lt is sad, but true, that in real
life this question is still asked.

Music, politics mix in concert
Two politically inspired concerts, one a benefit for the Democratic Party,
the other billed as "Election Eve Blues,'' are fast arriving.
Sharon lsben. international prize-winning classical guitarist, will perform in a benefit for the New Mexico Democratic Party, Friday at 7:30p.m.
in the Highland High School Theater.
(/>Tickets begin at $15 and will be available at the door or by calling
884-3191.
Then. on Nov. 5, the day before we dose the curtains in the voting booth,
the prolific blues great; Willie Dixon, will'"llppear·in the SUB Ballroom.
Backed by the Chicago Blues Allstars, Dix.on will perform a repertoire of
songs. many of which became trademark tunes for bands like Led Zeppelin,
the Rolling Stones, the Doors and the Allman Brothers among others.
The Vipers from Albuquerque will open the show.
Tickets for the independently sponsored PEC event are $7.25 for students.
available at Giant Ticket outlets.

Conceptions Southwest
Editor Needed
The CSW Advisory Board is now accepting applications for the
1984-85 editor of UNM's fine arts/literary publication.
All applicants must be registered UNM students and should
have some background In fine art, literature or performing arts.
The position of editor requires commitment and interest in all
areas Of art. Hours are flexible, but average 10 to 30 hours per
week. This position is non-paying and carries no academic credit,
but a great deal of practical experience can be gained
Applications may be picked up in Marron Hall131 and when
returned must be accompanied by a resume and a brief sample
at creative or pertinent work

ATHIN LINE
SEPARATES
LOVE
FROM HATE,
SUCCESS
FROM FAILURE,
LIFE FROM
DEATH.
ALINE AS
DIFFICULT
1DWALK

ASA

RAZO«S EDGE.

For more information, coli 277-5656
Deadline to return applications is
12 Noon, Wed., Oct. 31, 1984

the
UNAtl
Poets & Writers
Serie.s
presents
a
reading
by

And •t the p•rty, 11o•'U h•ve • good tiae, d•ndRg,
drlaldn1 • bleep -ln1,

-

Ill Harvard SE

403 Cordova Rd. We•t
S•nte Fe

8117 Menaul NE

mE STORY OF ONE MAN'S SEARCH
FOR HIMSELF.
COLiJMBlA PICTIJRES PRF-~F.NTS
A MARCUCCI·COHEN·BENN PRODt:cnoN A JOHN BYRUM FilM

BILL MURRAY

"THE RAZOR'S EDGE"BASED ON TilE CLASSIC NOVELBYW. SOMERSET M:AUGHAM

Michael Pal01er
OCT22
All readings 7:30 p.m .• Humanities 108
..
. . .. .Admission free to all readinus
Heodmos sponsored bu Ast .'NM. GSA. the department of En<}lislt and
the cremiue Wrilino Proomrn.
·

A terrifying epidemic
sweeping the nation ...
and you could be its next victim!
Watch for the tell-tale symptoms coming October 24th!
Just a friendly warning from Zenith Data Systems
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Softballers.
prepare for
spring sked

Quiet Hornfeck trades talk for ''stalk'' on the field
By Ross

freshman and has been there ever
since.
•'I will never forget my first game
as a freshman. I was scared to death.
I was warming up receiving punts
around the goal post when the other
team came on the field. The whole
team practically ran over me. They
were huge." Hornfeck recalled.
He is labeled as a "hard hitter"
but doesn't really consider his hitting ability as the strong point of his
game.
"Anybody that plays free safety
is going to get some good hits in
three seasons," Hornfcck said.
"Bitt I don't consider myself a big
hitter. My strong points arc my ability to fight off blockers, keep my
feet, ltnd follow the hall at all times.
!just try to flow with the direction of
the ball."
"On the football field, it's a lifeand-death situation. It's a matter of
hit. or be hit, If you don't give it I 00
percent, you will get hurt.·· he
added.
Hornfeck was voted second team
All-Western Athletic Conference in
his freshman season ufter totaling
106 tackles (47 unassisted) and intercepting two passes. one of them
to preserve UNM's 17-13 victory at
New Mexico State.

H:~efer

When Ray Hornl'cck graduated
from high school in !9H I. the college football recruiters weren't exactly tlocking armmd his front door
. but University of New Mexico
Coach Joe Lee Dunn saw something
he liked.
"We scouted St. Mury's football
team in the 19HO Arizona highschool chumpionshi rs mainly heC:IUSC we knew they had ~.uch a grC'at
head coach in Ed Daugherty." Dunn
said.
"Hornfeck was all over the ricld.
making solo t;tcklcs, returning punts
and playing with no fear whatsoever
t(Jr a 5-foot-9, 160-pound defensive
back. We knew he was smull, but he
hud good fcJotball instincts and a
nose for the hall."
Hornfcck grew up in Tucson.
Aril. He is the youngest of three
bwthcrs. whkh is il factor in his
athktk skills und football instincts.
"Both of my brother~ were older
and bigger than me. and both were
)!l>od athletes. So it became a matter
ot o,urvivul for me at an curly nge if I
wanted to participate in sports with
them." Hon1fcck said. "They definitely taught lUG a lot ->sometimes
the hard way."
Hornfcck was voted All-City de·
fensive back in his junior and senior
years in high school.
"My high-school football coach
(Ed Daugherty) was great," Hornreck said. •'He taught me so much
about winning and playing 100 percent. We had a real Stnall team, but
we would constantly demolish
teams a lot bigger than ourselves.
"He always had a better game
plan than the other team. After
awhile, we just knew we were going
to win if we just played hard an-'

Ray Hornfeck
stuck together as a team."
In 1981, Hornfeck was thrilled
that UNM wanted him as a football
player and student. He thought
Coach Dunn would give him a
chance to play his freshman year,
unlike a few other schools that had
expressed interest in his football talents. He was right.

"I received a few letters from Air
Force and Washington State, but nobody invited me to their campus to
look around except for Coach
Dunn," he said. "It made me feel
good about continuing my football

career.''

Hornfeck started at defensive
back for UNM in his first game as a

In 1982. he was voted All-WAC
and third team All-America in the
Associated Press poll. He was the
third leading tackler on the squad
with 75 tackles (40 unassisted). He
scaled UNM's victory at Air Force
that season when he intercepted
Marty Louthan's pass at the Lobos'
!-yard line and returned it 99 yards
tbr a touchdown.
In 1983, he was voted All-WAC
again. and selected to the AP AllAmerica team. He had a total of 81

tackles (44 unassisted).
Hornfeck entered the 1984 season
with 131 unassisted tackles in his
three years at UNM. Listed at 5foot-10, 180 pounds. he is approximately 15 pounds heavier th&n he
was in his freshman year due to
weight training and a high protein
diet.
After graduating this year, Hornfcck hopes to get a job coaching
football, preferably at the college
level. Or, he might contilme his
football career playing in the pros,
which is a consideration that is
lodged in the back of his mind,

By John Moreuo
I

Question: What do the Detroit Tigers and the University of New
Mexico softball team have in common? Answer: They both ended
their fall season Sunday.
After that, of course, the Lobos
have by far the better winning percentage, going 10-1 this fall.
But while Sparky Anderson and
his boys are still partying, Lobo
head Coach Susan Craig and her
girls are already geltit;~g ready forthe
spring season, which begins February 23-24 at Lubbock against Texas
Tech.

''Playing in the pros.'' said Hornfed;, "sure would be a nice bonus.
Just going to rookie camp would be
something I could always tell my
grandchildren."

Huskies on top
NEW YORK !UP!)- Washington became the fifth team to be ranked No. I this year by the UP! Board
of Coaches. moving up from third
place.
Oklahoma held second. while
Texas slipped from firstto third. No.
4 Boston College, No. 5 Brigham
Young, No. 6 Nebraska and No, 7
Southern Methodist all held their
rankings from last week, Ohio State
is ranked eighth.
No. 9 Louisiana State and No. I 0
Miami arc followed by No. I I South
Carolina, No, 12 Oklahoma State,
No. 13 Auburn, No. 14 Georgia,
No. 15 Kentucky, No. 16 Florida
State, No. 17 Iowa, No. 18 Florida,
No. 19 West Virginia and No. 20
Michigan.
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KELLY DAVIS i•
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Actually, they have this week off.
but indoor drills begin next week as
the team prepares for the season
which counts. Not that the fall season isn't important, but the records
don't count towards the conference
or national championships.
"We 'rc not reHIIy concerned about going undefeated (in the fall),"
Craig said. "We're mainly concerned Hbout the quality of ball we
play."
Obviously, Craig and assistant
Ken Johnson have to be pleased with
the team's .352 batting average and
the strong pitching of freshman
Arlene Hernandez.
The I 7-year-old right-hander
from Irvine, Calif., allowed two
earned runs and 33 hits .in 67 innings, while striking out 34 and
walking six batters. She finished 8-1
for the fall with six shutouts while
back-up pitcher Venisa Dinius, the
Lobos' only sophomore. logged a
2-0 mark, allowing tour runs -all
unearned- in 14 innings.
Craig, who has been head coach
in I977.
first year
the Lobos have the pitching staff to
go with their traditionally strong
offense and defense.
~ince the team was born
~aid this may well be the

:
on placing 4th in votes
:
cast for
:
:
: UNM'SHOMECOMINGQUEEN 1984 :
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KING OF
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: " ... l have never been attacked for any stupid, lnslgni: flcant, worthless thing I have done; every time I have
• been reviled it has been for a thought or action that later
:
proved to be right.''
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Ladies' and Men's

20°/o Off
Susan Craig

KERRI O'TOOLE

Budweiser/UNM Leisure Services Player of the
Week
this week's Budweiser/UNM Leisure Services Player of the Week Is
Kerri O'toole. Keni, a Marketing and Merchandising junior from
Albuquerque earned this high honor for her contributions In helping
PI Beta Phi win the women's rootball championship. 'TD O'Toole'
said "I'd like to thank all of my Beta Bruiser teammates for leading
our team to the championship:• Kerri also added, "Leisure Services
Is challenging and exciting, and l'd like to continue my partltlpatlon
SUIPJ)l:ltt." Once again, congratulations to Kerri O'Toole,
...........,•., Budwelser/UNM Leisure Servltes Player of the

lobo
men's
shop
2120 Centrdl SE
243-6954
Now Open

Sundays
11-5

Lobo Terri Nielson is tagged out at second base by Texas Tech's Karen Hall during their game last Saturday. The UNM
softball team finished its' fall season with a 10-1 record.
University of N!'rthern Colorado.
an "undisciplined program," Craig centerficlder Terri Nielson and gan, junior, at shortstop. At third
said, and sometimes lapses into old junior Sue Tnman in right field. base is senior Dee Sanche.,;, and
"She has power, good speed and habits. ''She used to depend on heris a good drag bunter,'' Craig said of self'' instead of playing a team Craig said Nielson was originally Craig expects to take a good look at
her leftfielder but was moved over junior college transfer Laura Finnethe left-handed outfielder. Shott led game, Craig said, and must learn the after
Madrid's injury.
gan, who has experience at shortthe team this fall with a .579 batting Lobo system. "She realizes that and
stop.
average and a .632 on-base percen- is very happy to be here." the coach
In the infield, UNM returns five
Behind the plate, as usual, will be
tage, a very good statistic for a said.
solid
players: Kathy Dyer, junior, at senior Diane Settle. Craig said
leadoff batter.
first; Amy Lucero, junior, and Dinius is also learning to play the
Shott, however, is coming from
The other outfielders are: senior Dinius at second; and Sheila Bloni- catcher's
position,

The Lobos' top. pitcher for the
past two seasons, Allison Maney,
has just had ankle surgery to correct
an injury initially sustained in high
school and aggravated last year.
The big question faciilg the senior
right-hander is whether she can get
back into condition after not playing
all fall.
Another question mark is starccn·
tcrfielder Michelle Madrid whtl
broke a bone irt her ankle. Her cast
was. recently removed and the re·
habilitation process is under way.
Madrid, however, may not pnrtici·
rate in indoor hitting this winter ...
New Mexico is an experienced
tcalil, and the Lobos will be return·
ing five seniors and llvc juniors,
aloug with five freshmen. A sixth
~cntor. outfielder Chris Shott • .is
fro;n the .now defunct pmgram at the
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Laba Classifie~s

Da the Trick
Housing

IJORSF..IIACK RIDING LESSONS. Beginner to
advanced. English or Western. Jeanette- 822-8473.

AIS~:'i

f'R'V BREAD Sale today! fresh, hot fry bread
and drinks to spiff up your lunch. North SUB en·
trance. II n.m. · I p.m.
10/17
tm: AMt:RICAN INDIAN Science and Engineering
'iu~icty (AISES) wdl hold a meeting tonight at 6 p.m.
in Farris Engmeering Center Rm. 145. (Special
<iueltll Refreshments will be served. Everyone
wekomc.
10/17
WttrnmstUNM, A celebration of campus
authors -- music, books, authors Saturday, Oct. 20
fmm 1·4 p.m. at \JNM Bookstore. Join us!.
10/19
TRAILBLAZERS: Mt:ETING WILL be Wed·
n~sday, October 17th at 5:30 p.m. on 3rd Ooor
!l(ldgm Hall. Any que1tions, call Andy- 277·3780.
10/17
DU.TA tlPSil.ON FRATERNITY Is establishing a
new 'haptcr at UNM. Interested men contact Dave
I egman nf the Headquarters Staff at 243·5693 or
2"7-4706.
10/19
(UID? r.U:F.TING? EVENT? Advertise In Las
Nnuclal, Only 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
.Jcpartmenu and organilations.
tfn

11105
90 CENTS PAGE, degreed typist, 344-3345,

12/10
FIRST WORD PROCESSING. Thesis, Dissertations, Term papers, Manuscripts, 8500 Menaul.
298-9468.
10/26
KARATE. YOU HAVE incredible power. How can
you find it? Study with usl New Mexico Taekwondo.
SS031.omas NE. 265·3112.
10122
PROFESSIONAL TYPING: MARY, .265·1088
10131
EVENINGS.
WORD PROCESSING. OVER 5 years experience.
Highest quality. Dissertations, theses, papers, 822·
0342.
10/31
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. CALL Virginia day or
evening- 296-3096.
10117
HIGH QUALITY TYPING on word processor;
r~a~onable rates. Call Good Impressions- 294-1~64.

11/09
WANT THE BEST QUALITY? Word processing,
papers, manuscripts, theses, resumes. 881-0313.10/19
BOARD YOUR IIORSF., Arena, trails In far NE
heights. $85/month. 294·8711.
10/17
TYPIST, TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970, J0/31
TYPING.l55·3337.
10/31
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. IBM. Pickup/delivery
l/14
(20 page minimum). 281·2913.
TUTORING: ENGLISH AND French. Degreed.
Certified, 256-3235.
10/31
WORD PROCF..SSING PAPERS, resumes. APA,
MLA formats, etc. Jim, 255·2150.
10/31
PAPERWORKS- 166·1118,
tfn
TUTORING·MATIIEMATICS,
STATISTICS,
French - Master's degrced Instructor. Reasonable.
Evenings265·7799.
tfn
TYPING t'AST, ACCURATE, Affordable 299·1105.
12110
PRIVATE GUITAR INSTRUCTION. Beginners to
advanced. All styles. Reasonable. Tony 344·9040.

Personals
liM''>

PARABOLA WIU. speok any girl's
n<~mptote. Happy Birthday Tim.
10/17
JlAPPY DIRTHDA Y AND Bon Appetit! To my
L.A.M E. frlentl from yourT.A.ltT. one.
10/17
PRI"'CF.SS LIMBS: UON'T bother waiting for your
ltAl'I'Y BIRTHDAY song- SCHMIZ. P.S. same
gnc' for your party!.
10!17
IUCII: ROSES ARE Red, Viclets are Blue. No
matter what Jsappens between Ul, I'll never forgive
)ou(but 1 still love you). Bunncrs.
10/17
st:!liO YOUR MESSAGE to that special someone or
frtend5 and family. Make contact with a message In
the cl;tlslfieds today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
inwuon. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

ll/09
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 HarvardSE. 265·3315.
tfn
PERFORMING ARTS STUDIO 2219 Lead Ave SE,
256-1061:266-3067 Ballet, Jazz, Vocal coaching. tfn
SOFT CONTACT LENSF.S are now very reason~ble
for everything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from LaBelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
CONTACT.. POLlSHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washlngton.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMAnON ABOUT con·
traceptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
tfn
294-0171.
PREGNANCY TESTING A counseling. !'hone 277·

Food/Fun
Tilt: 1.AllNCII SITE continues lh~r commercial
•car.;h. Dancers, lip synchers, singers. Call Ted. 883·
8176.
10/19
TWO RICK SPRINGFIELD tickets for sale. If in·
tercsted call7•S378 or 7·3298.
10/18
DOONIE'S, 67~4 CENTRAL SE (across from
fairgrounds). 3 - Hamburgers- 99 cents!
3 - Fries- 99 centsl3 ~ 12 oz. Cokes- 99 cents!
~hx and Match!.
10/31
PARTY7 CONCERT? FOOD? The Dally Lobo has a
place for your classifieds about Restaurants, Parties,
Food Sales and Stores, Concerts, etc. Give the details
today in "Food/Fun.".
tfn
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RESPONSIBLE, NONSMOKING ROOMMATE
needed to share nice house in Ridgecrest. Professional
or graduate student preferred, $205/month plus !1J
utilities. 296-5724.
10/24
ROOMMATE PROFESS RESPONSIBLE clean
non-smoker share 2 brdm house w/dry. Great n.eigh·
borhood.$160 incl. uti!. 268-5383.
10/17
MIF ~OUSEMATE WANTED. 3 br house NE
heights. Grad/mature. Own bedroom bath.
$~75/mo, plus !IJ utilities. Call John- 293·5518
(H); 841-6252 (W),
10/19
YOUNG PROFESSIONAL NEEDS room to rent for
occasional travels to Albuquerque. Non-smoker and
references available. Leave message with service. 242·
1330.
10119
NONSMOKER ROOMMATE WANTED: Spacious
two bedroom apartment. Free laundry, One mlle
from UNM. Fully carpeted. Utilities paid.
SISO/month. Daveat256·13S5.
10/18
WALK TO UNM. One bedroom, $195/montll. N9
pets. Call293·1070; 243-9617 after 5 p.m.
10/18
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $250/mo., for one person, $270/mo, for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facllitles. No
chlldr~n or pets. Plea1e call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown, Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efnclency, $270 to $370, Ali utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520UniversityNE.243·2494. tfn

For Sale
1973 CHEVROLET MALIBU Stationwagon VB,
105,000 miles. Good condition. $950. Call 293-5948,
10/23
YARD SALE. MANY antiques, clothes,
miscellaneous. Sun, Oct 21, Mon, Oct22. 1507 Orand
NE.
10/19
DARKROOM FOR SALE. Must sell, leaving town.
Call Anna- 243·5080 after 11 p.m.
10/23
SKIS AND BOOTS; High performance, racing
equipment.. Variety. Good prices, 243-4662. Call
Today!,
10/18
REFRIGERATOR$15.l77·3177 after? p.m. 10/19
COMPUTER TERMINAL PLUS Modem, 1984

c;overed

WP"agon
Makers of Hanc{made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

tfu

HEALTH
INSURANCE

rl ---G;-;-Q';n;g----,1
I
Record Store
I
I
BACH·2·ROCK
I
1
10% off
1
I
322fsU~~~ s.E.
I

at reasonable rates
Hospitalization
Major Medical
Matemity Benefits
Insurance Management Corp.

265-6777

~--~~~!.~~wr,..!~e~~--J

676 San Mateo

~E

c.;.hiinese Culture Cenf)ter

JOBS!!!

Tai Chi,
Kung Fu

•

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books
f'l .... 'llb.-t)!;Jf~

!Uttlnld~ttniti\UI

Work Study openings at the
printing plant: Office Work,
light typing; Pressroom, loading paper; Bindery, folding
and stuffing.

3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Ne:tt To Lobo Theater
Call 268·7023

Call7-4055.
Ask for Ida
or Barbara.

FRESHMAN- SOPHOMORE
OUT

FIND

ARMY

1919 HONDA CIVIC 4 speed, /VC,I!feal sl!ape. Call
822-0298,
10/19
BICYCLES: TWO 23" Raleigh 10 speeds, SIOO and
$15. 266-6110or242·7687.
10/18
KAWASAKI '73 400CC, 3 cylinder, new paint,
sacrifice$300, Evenings and weekends- 268·5716.
10/17
CHEAP TRANSPORTATION 1975 Su~lll T-125
motorcycle, new tires, ready to roll $350, Evenings
10/17
and weekends- 268-5716.
COMPACT SANYO REFRIGERATOR, hardly
11sed- e~cellent for dorm/office, $15, Q~ll Bill at
881-2323.
I0/17
1974 VW BUS, rebuilt engine, sunroof, one owner,
10/17
great condition, call243·5368.
AKC ADORABLE CHOW chow puppies. Good
petigre and champion line, great disposition, 821·
8852 or 821-0538,
10/17
YOU DESERVE THE best rest at the best price - a
100o;, cotton futon by Bright Future Futon Co., 2424
I0/19
Garfield SE, 268-9738,

Employment

Services

Las Noticias

guarantee new, $725,247-4296.
10/19
'7l CHEVY NOVA 4-door, good cond., $495. 242·
10/19
1408,

ABOUT

SCHOLARSHIPS
Come to SUB Oct. 17 from 12-2pm
or call Major Weaver at 831·1111 x278

ROTC

PART·TIME FEMALE attendant wanted to care for
handicapped female grad student. 1-3 hrs/day, 2
weeks/mo. Position includes room, utilities and small
salary, Call Leslie- 277-5656, 9·11 a.m. or 268-4892
evenings.
10/27
OCA.SSIONAL BABYSITTER WANTED near
UNM for 3 yr and 10 mo children, Call843·6523.
10/17
EARN 5500 PER 1000 envelopes stuffed. Send a self·
addressed, stamped envelope to: Akram PO Bolt
A3576 Chicago, IL 60690.
10/22
BOOKKEEPER WANTED! DOES not affect
financial aid status. Experience preferred. ASM
students please apply. $5.70/hr. Kelly's Liquors, 2621
Tenessee NE. Ask for George.
10/19
'fELEMARKETING1 IT'S NOT what you think,
and we can shpw you why. Work with the Poor Store
Shopper telcmark~ting team and learn while you
earnll Part·time positiom available Tuesday-Friday
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. plus Saturdays 8:30 a.m. to
12:00 noo11. Pleasant voice, good spelling and
penmanship all a must! Ideal for business and
marketing students. We can change the way you feel
about phone sales, Cali Terl, 843·7537 e1tt. 264
Monday thru Frlday8:30 to4:30.
10/19
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply In person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5704 Lomas Blvd.
10/26
NE.
WORK·STUDY QUALIFIED student needed to type
information on Central America. 60 wpm. 54/hour.
15·20 hoursfweek. Call the Resource Center: 266·
10/17
5009.
ENTERTAINMENT THEATRE SALES part-time
positions perfect for students, university area day/eve
hours available for energetic articulate individuals.
Excellent commissions, bonuses offered easily $200
plus, training provided. Call Ms. Fontera today
between 12-4 and 7·9 p.m. at 262-0927 (NMRT),
10/19
COME TO TAOS this winter! Ski Shop needs help
for winter season Dec. 15-Aprit I. For more in·
formation, call or write to Cottam's Ski Shops, Taos,

10/19
NM 87571. Phone 776·8460.
A FEW MA,TURE, intelligent, nice people to set up
appointments. Reputable local company. Sunday
tllru Thursday eves. 5:30·8:30 p.m, Saturday a.m.
Near Juan Tabo and Menaul. 298.4849,
lfn

Travel
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs In the Dally L9bo.
tfn

Lost&Found
FOUND YOUNG GRAY male cat Sunday night in
faculty parking lot. Cat Is very healthy. Inquire at
242·5368 (Mike).
10/19
RENEE D RUIZ, Your wallet has been found. Come
IQ/17
to information booth UNM SUB.
IF YOUR .LOS'l' keys aren't here, Chris opens locks
and fits keys. Chris's Indoor Store, ll9V. Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262·2107.
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus P11llce
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
RESEARCH: CATALOG OF 16,000 topics. Send
$1. Research, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605
(312) 922·0300.
10/17
SHIATZU, HELP FOR health problems. Ancient
Oriental method. Student rates, Cynthia 255·7890.
10/19
LESBIAN AND GAY information and support
service. Call Common Bond at 266-8041 from 7-10
p.m .. 7 days/week.
·
10/19
NURSING STUDENTS WANTED to be on call as
substitutes for staff at Abortion and family Planning
Clinic. Submit r~sume to APT Clinic, 107 Girard SE,
87106.
10/17
FREE HAIRSTYLES. NEED models for Peter
Hantz Hairstyling Show Oct. 21st. Male and female
<Jges 18 thru60. Hair must be at least 6"1ong all over.
Call Royal Beauty Supply- 265·6691 or come by
4613 l.omas NE.
10/17
CANNOT A.'FORD INSURANCE? There are many
discounts available to UNM personnel and students,
lnquire about affordable and reputable car, life,
mobile home. homeowners, renters, and health ill·
surance. No pressure or pushy sales pitch. Ask for
John at292.()5JI (days and evenings),
10/23
EYEGLASSES. WHOLESALE TO the public,
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedain
Opticians. 255·2000,
tfn
CLASSIF1EDS GET RF.SULTSI Place your ad
.
tfn
today. 131 Marron Hall.
"·
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PSI CHI
Meeting 7:00 p.m. Thurs.
Psych. Dldg. Library

'
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Movie, Alcoholism- Disease
Concept Two
All mernbers pleuw osrend
Popcorn and Por lucl< D~.lcuss•cn
On lop
.. ·~'·-or
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Bundles
6Tool
'10 Jazz fans
14 Catkin
'15 Ms. Ferber
16 Succor
17 Slang
18 Duck
19 Angry
20 Flower:
2wds.
22 Snapshot
24 Broker
26 Seasoned
27- hour
30 Metric unit
31 Fondness
32 Glows
colorfully
37 Verse
38 Flavored
40 "Good
King-"
41 Vanish
43Show
enthusiasm
44 Bite
45Wooded
48 Fairy
51 Ermine
52 Food

54 Garbed
58 Molten rock
59 Time of day
6'1 Unoriginal
62 Premed.
subj.
63 Stage
Instruction
64 Fruit
65 Take out
66 Excavates
67 Paradises
DOWN
1 Latvian
2 Lyons
sweetie
3 USSR river
41mpress
5 Underling
6 Able to
remember
7 Humorist
George8 Bakery item
9 Fence
10 Citadels
11 Nearly
12- Haute
13 Charger
21 Asian coin
23 Worried

/,

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

25 Gullets
27 Hypothetical
force
28 Town in Italy
29 Nights before
33 Annoyances
34 Fish
35 Roof edge
36 Malamute's
tow
38 Enmity
39 Subjoined
42 Energize

43 Went to bed
46 Bon-:
Witticism
47 Conflict
48 Lettuce dish
49 Flat
50 Competitor
53 Cab
55 Frost
56 Famed
school
57 Studies
60 Peruke

~-·~-

